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ABOUT US

THE COMPANY
The STRIMONA Group includes two dynamically developing companies STRIMONA STROY and STRIMONA with main 
activities: 

-  STRYMONA STORY - production of industrial steel structures and steel processing.

-  STRIMONA - wholesale and retail of steel profiles and building materials.

OUR AIM
Our aim is to gain leading positions in the development of industrial construction in Bulgaria and Europe; to gain 

the reputation of a reliable partner in steel processing and heavy machinery frame manufacturing; to enter 

European market with services with added value.

OUR MISSION
By means of implementation of a system for quality management and safe labour conditions to offer quality 

products and services, giving security to our clients.

OUR DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
The young and ambitious team of STRIMONA consists of working people combining innovative thinking with 

traditional approach to work.

HISTORY – a summary
STRIMONA was established in 1998 as a company trading in metals. The market conditions at that time made it 

possible to develop in the field of recycling of steel constructions. Later the company decided to invest in 

steel processing and prefabrication of steel constructions. As a result of this STRIMONA began to develop the 

concept for complete construction of industrial sites, with the belief that in this way it would gain the trust of 

more and more investors. Today the company offers overall solutions in industrial construction, production of 

steel constructions and customized equipment, steel processing. From a subcontractor STRIMONA turned into a 

main contractor of projects important for the Bulgarian economy, reaching a market share of 10-15%. Besides, 

the company realizes a part of its production on the European market.

OUR MOTTO
Short delivery terms, high quality on the best possible price.



MAIN ACTIVITIES
Steel processing
-  Production of steel structures for industrial buildings

-  Production of steel structures for industrial plant

-  Production of customized factory equipment

-  Production of tool equipment and consumables for the mining industry, road and motorway construction, building 

machinery, etc.

Construction and installation works
- installation of steel structures for buildings

- installation of customized factory equipment

- installation of elevators, silos, towers, masts and fastening elements

- shell-stage construction

Engineering activities
By means of implementation of a system for quality management and safe labour conditions to offer quality products and 

services, giving security to our clients.

- Manual MIG / MAG welding

-  Automatic submerged arc welding

-  Own laboratory for inspecting welds

-  Waiver of welding stresses,

-  Automated cutting and drilling profiles

-  Oxy-fuel, plasma and laser cutting of sheet metal and profiles with computer control.

-  3D milling

PRODUCTION CAPABILITIES

The business of STRIMONA STROY has been certified by TUV NORD BULGARIA upon the following four standards:

-  ISO 9001:2008

-  BS OHSAS 18001:2007

-  ISO 14001:2005

-  ISO 3834-2

-  EN 1090-2

QUALITY

The long-term plans for development and expansion of the business of STRIMONA include the company positioning on the 

European market with the services and products in which it is specialized, namely – steel processing and installation of 

steel structure based industrial structures. The projects realized by STRIMONA in Bulgaria, Romania, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, Montenegro, Serbia and Macedonia give us a reason to believe that our status on the market, the things we 

do and the prices at which we offer our services are extremely competitive and offer incredibly  good  opportunities  to  

the  investors.  At the same time STRIMONA achieves an increase in the volume of its production and the services offered, 

in the form of  steel processing and installation, compared to previous period, it gained the necessary self-confidence and 

experience in the field of steel processing and production of steel structures for industrial buildings. And this is happening 

in the real conditions of world economic crisis.

OUTSOURCING STRIMONA



Based on all above mentioned factors, combined with the production 

capacities presented in this site, as well as the equipment and personnel 

available we believe that STRIMONA is the company which would give an 

adequate solution of the issues connected with your idea for outsourcing 

and your partner for a profitable cooperation.

More about us can be found on our website   www.strimona.eu


